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The simplest way to keep your Mac clean
MacPaw is celebrating its 10-year anniversary with a
major update to CleanMyMac — it's easier to use with
more features than ever!
On September 5, 2018, MacPaw released a major
update to CleanMyMac X that completely changes the
interface, adds a few awesome new features, and
continues to provide an easy way for you to clear out
your Mac's junk.
I’ve been using CleanMyMac for many years and continue to
be amazed by each update. This year’s version is the best to
date, and it comes highly recommended. It helps me to extend
the life of my Mac and put off that painful yet inevitable process
of buying a new one.
What I Like:
✦Affordable
✦User-friendly
✦Beautiful interface

✦An updated menu shows off a lot of information
✦Most actions only require a few clicks
✦Recommends things for removal and won't remove important
files (besides cookies) without permission.

Fine-tune your whole Mac in a click
Enjoy Smart Scan — a perfectly simple tool for optimization of
your Mac. Run all the tasks to keep your Mac clean, fast, and
protected with a single click.

See how a new Mac feels
CleanMyMac is a powerful Mac cleaner, speed booster, and
health guard, designed to help your Mac run at full throttle
again.

5X
More free disk space
Remove large and old files, uninstall apps, and delete useless
data that waste disk space.

2.5X
Speedier apps launching
Update apps to the latest version and remove laggy
extensions to get responsive apps.

4.5X
Faster boot time
Free up RAM, manage login items and plugins to max out the
performance of your Mac.

Price:
$56.71 for a one-year subscription; $127.70 for one-time purchase.

Bottom line:
CleanMyMac X is definitely MacPaw's best version of the Mac
cleaning program so far.
About MacPaw:
MacPaw is a team of like-minded techies, who live in the heart of
Ukraine and create apps loved by users everywhere.
As true geeks, they never stop exploring tech and looking for ways to
make your Mac life better. Not because they have to, but because it’s
fun.
Since 2008, the company has been developing apps with a strong
focus on design and functionality to ensure that every user gets a
stunning app experience.

